Press Release

Sentryo named Cybersecurity Firm of the Year at IIOT Symposium
organized by investment firm McRock Capital.

Villeurbanne, 1st of June 2017 - On May 18th in Montreal Canada, Sentryo won the
Cybersecurity Company of the Year Award at the 6th Industrial Internet of Things
Symposium (IIOT). Organized by Canadian investment firm McRock Capital, this symposium
rewards companies whose innovative technology solution is a major contributor to the cyber
securing of the Internet of Things in the Industrial World (IIOT).
With this award, industrial and financial investors and North American and European leaders
specializing in the field of Industrial Internet of Things rewarded the Sentryo ICS CyberVision
cyber security solution whose customer feedback demonstrates its ability to respond
pragmatically and effectively to cybersecurity issues of industrial control networks.
"It is a great honor for Sentryo to receive this Cybersecurity Business Award of the Year. We
are grateful to McRock Capital for providing us with such visibility in the North American
market. Cybersecurity is now a key condition to take advantage of the potential of the
industrial IOT and this award is a great encouragement for the Sentryo team" said Thierry
Rouquet, Co-Founder and President of Sentryo.

About Sentryo

A pioneer of Industrial Internet cybersecurity, Sentryo enables organizations to ensure the
availability, resilience and safety of their industrial systems while fighting against cyberattacks. The
Sentryo solution, ICS CyberVision, is a network monitoring platform which detects any intrusion and
anomaly and provides visibility, integrity and security for industrial control systems. ICS
CyberVision is successfully deployed in the energy, manufacturing and transportation business
sectors. Sentryo is headquartered in Lyon and has a worldwide presence including offices and
partners in Europe, North and South America and Asia. Web: www.sentryo.net|| Twitter: @sentryo
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